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S0000593 - VW, Seat, Skoda - Hydraulic
tool / puller for hub / wheel bearing
replacement with ABS, and with double
row bearings

Price with TAX 3 759.98 zł

Price 3 056.89 zł

Availability Dostępny - 24h

Shipping time 24 hours

Number S0000593

EAN code 5904966417122

Product description
Service hub / bearing press puller (bearing hub)
Removal and installation of the hub / bearing (bearing hub) is carried out on the car without removing the ABS sensor
The puller is also used to dismantle classic wheel hubs and is powered by a hand hydraulic pump.

Application:
Front and rear axle:
VW T5, T6

Front axle:
VW Polo, Seat Ibiza, Skoda Fabia - also after the modification of the crossover

Double row bearings:
e.g. VW T4

Kit components:
5VW - Instrument stand - VW (Polo, T5, T6), Seat (Ibiza), Skoda (Fabia) (optional for Mitsubishi Colt VI, Smart Forfour I
extension)
6 - Hydraulic pump
7 - Hydraulic cylinder
10H - Hydraulic puller bolt
11H - Hydraulic puller bolt nut
13 - Adapter for pressing VW T5, T6 bearing hub
14 - Hub press adapter - VW, Seat, Skoda bearings
15 - Adapter for pressing the hub - VW, Seat, Skoda bearings and pressing the VW T5, T6 bearing
16 - Central ring for pressing the hub - Volkswagen bearings
17 - Spacer ring for pressing the hub - Volkswagen bearings
18 - Stand spacer pin Volkswagen, VW, Seat, Skoda, (optional for extension of Mitsubishi Colt VI, Smart Forfour I )
19 - Hub ironing ring - Volkswagen bearings
20 - The spacer ring of the steering knuckle after Volkswagen modification
21 - Spacer ring for replacing the hubs
22 - A set of rings for pressing double-row bearings on the front and rear axles
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